The dual-actuator hard disk drive with two voice coil motor actuators mounted in the diagonal corners of the baseplate allows faster data access with relatively slow spindle speed. However, the mechanical interaction between the actuators tends to affect the head positioning accuracy. In this paper, we use the circle-fit modal testing method to identify the dual-input dual-output frequency response model of the dual-actuator plant. We discuss the decentralized control scheme for the dual-actuator tracking servo. The servo loop decomposition reveals that the interaction induces narrow-band vibrations near the crossover frequency. We propose a phase-lead interaction filter with a slight change to the loop stability to suppress the vibrations. Experimental results on a dual-actuator prototype show that the position error signal 6 value due to interaction vibrations is reduced by 61% with the interaction filter in combination with the decentralized control scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
AGNETIC storage technology has continued to enable ultra-high areal density hard disk drives (HDDs). With the increase in capacity of disk file systems, faster data access is also becoming a key measure of drive performance. However, the improvement of the conventional single-actuator HDDs for the rejection of the vibration, which is generated by the rotating disks and external vibrations, is limited by the actuator's mechanical resonance modes. Therefore, alternative mechanical systems for HDDs have been proposed as possible ways to achieve the increasing performance. For instance, the dual-stage actuator [1] has been proposed by attaching a secondary smaller actuator to the voice coil motor (VCM) actuator to provide fine and fast positioning. The configuration significantly improves the servo bandwidth and thus achieves higher track density [2] .
On the other hand, to increase the data transfer rate, the rotational speed of the disk spindle motor is traditionally increased to a higher level. Nevertheless, the spindle speed increase results in more power consumption, airflow-induced vibration [3] , and disk flutter [4] , which inversely degrade the head positioning accuracy. Fortunately, novel structures are developed, e.g., in high-end storage applications, the disk array system [5] is prevalent with the parallel data transfer by accessing the multiple HDDs simultaneously. Despite the increased cost, the disk array system offers the advantages for large capacity, fast data transfer rate, and high data reliability. Alternatively, the dual-actuator structure [6] is proposed to meet the high access performance and fast throughput requirement. The dual-actuator HDD performs quite similar to the disk array system, but it integrates the additional actuator assembly into one disk drive enclosure. Speculations for a 1 Tb/in drive design are sketched out by [7] , in which a dual-actuator system is adopted to achieve a data rate of 3 Gb/s and each actuator also with a high-bandwidth microactuator to support ultra-high track density of 540 kilotracks/in.
However, in both disk array systems and dual-actuator systems the actuators are allowed to operate at the same time, and the mechanical interaction caused by the reaction force of one actuator tends to degrade the positioning accuracy of the other actuator while track-following [8] . As such, the interaction effect results in an additional contributor to the track misregistration (TMR) budget in the dual-actuator HDD. To maintain a high level of positioning accuracy along with fast access for dual-actuator systems, the interaction vibration between the actuators must be compensated for. This can be accomplished by the mechanical analysis and improvement of the HDD mounting system [9] . Another solution is to develop the servo system to reduce the effect of the vibration due to interaction. We have proposed a feedforward decoupling control (FDC) structure in [10] to compensate for the interaction dynamics in the dual-actuator system.
In this paper, a more accurate interaction model with higher identified frequency range than that in [11] is achieved by using the circle-fit modal testing method. After that, a decentralized control structure along with an interaction filter is presented for the dual-actuator track-following servo system. The developed controller is of simple structure and easy to implement. Experimental results on a dual-actuator prototype show that the vibration caused by the interaction can be reduced by 61% with the controller. Fig. 1 shows the schematic drawing of a 3.5-in dual-actuator HDD with a stack of 2.5-in-diameter disks. It consists of two sets of VCM-actuator assembly, which are mounted in the diagonal corners of the disks and on the same baseplate. The actuators can operate independently to allow parallel data transfer. However, mechanical interactions between the actuators occur through the baseplate simultaneously and affect the head position in the off-track direction. 
II. IDENTIFICATION OF THE DUAL-ACTUATOR SYSTEM
A. Frequency Response Model
The dual-actuator servo plant is a dual-input dual-output (DIDO) system as shown in Fig. 2 if the interaction dynamics are considered. The dual-actuator plant models are identified from experimental frequency response data. The measurements are taken with independent single loop test method, in which one loop is excited while the other loop is kept unexcited. The head displacement output is measured using a laser Doppler vibrometer 1 (LDV). A dynamic signal analyzer 2 (DSA) is used to generate the swept-sinusoidal excitation signals and collect the frequency response data from the output to the excitation signals.
The dual-actuator dynamics can be considered as a combination of a number of resonance modes. In Fig. 2 coupled by the linearized pivot friction model. is the summation of the resonance modes being considered in the frequency of interest.
is the total number of modes. , and are the damping ratio, the natural frequency, and the modal constant of mode , respectively. is the resonance coupling parameter of mode , which is used to match the nonminimum phase (NMP) characteristics.
The dashed lines in Fig. 3 show the measured frequency responses of the VCM actuators. The actuator dynamics are dominated by the rigid body mode in the low frequency range. The major resonance modes that contribute significantly to the head off-track motion include the butterfly mode and the arm bending modes ( and ). The butterfly mode, caused by the flexibility of the pivot and the structure of the VCM-actuator assembly, is the principle mode that limits the servo bandwidth. Therefore, -are considered to describe the VCM-actuator dynamics. Moreover, and are equal to 0 in the actuator models and , respectively, since no NMP characteristics are observed in the phase plots.
The dashed lines in Fig. 4 show the measured frequency responses of the interaction dynamics. The interaction dynamics are also dominated by the rigid body mode in the low frequency range. However, several off-track resonance modes ( -), that cannot be detected as shown in Fig. 3 , are excited in the interaction frequency responses. The actuator butterfly mode is also excited. Therefore, -are considered to describe the interaction dynamics. In the region between two adjacent resonances, an antiresonance occurs if there is a notch in the magnitude associated with a change in the phase angle [12] . From the phase plots, we see that the phase angle at several antiresonance modes ( -) has a drop instead of an increase. Thus, the interaction dynamics are of strongly NMP characteristics at these antiresonance modes, which result in complex NMP zeros at the corresponding resonance frequency. The NMP characteristics are identified by tuning and in the interaction models and , respectively. It should be emphasized that vibrations caused by the low-frequency modes -can be sufficiently suppressed by the servo system due to the closed-loop sensitivity function characteristics. However, modes and , whose natural frequencies are close to the open-loop servo bandwidth, must be properly compensated for in the controller design.
B. Modal Parameter Extraction Using Circle-Fit Method
The modal parameters in (1) can be extracted from the measured frequency responses data using the circle-fit method. The circle-fit method is a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) modal testing approach, which extracts the modal parameters of just one mode at a time. Thus, this method requires that the behavior of the plant near the resonance region be dominated by the mode under examination [12] . All the modes in the frequency of interest are then analyzed one after the other. From Figs. 3 and 4, these conditions are satisfied for the dual-actuator plant. Thus, the simple circle-fit method could be used to identify the modal parameters of each mode individually.
The circle-fit method [12] is based on the characteristic that a Nyquist plot of the frequency response data on a system includes sections of near-circular arcs (modal circles) corresponding to (a) P : interaction from u to y . (b) P : interaction from u to y . Fig. 5 . Nyquist plot illustrating the circle-fit method to extract the modal parameters of R in P from the measured points corresponding to Fig. 3(a) .
the regions near the natural frequencies. Fig. 5 shows an illustration to extract the modal parameters of from an individual modal circle corresponding to the mode in Fig. 3(a) . The procedure is as follows.
1) Fit a modal circle for the resonance mode by using the curve-fitting routine, which gives a least-squares deviation from the measured points. Hence, the center and radius of the circle are specified. 2) The natural frequency is approximately equal to the frequency of the maximum response point. 3) Select the two half-power points and (points before and after , respectively) such that . Thus, the damping ratio can be obtained by (2) 4) The modal constant can be simply calculated by (3) where is the diameter of the modal circle. The sign of can be observed directly from the Nyquist plot. More specifically, is negative if the circle is in the upper half of the plane; otherwise, positive. 5) In the interaction models, the parameter is used to match the complex NMP zeros. The basic principle here is to select a proper such that the antiresonance mode followed by mode is of negative damping ratio. can be tuned roughly with the following equation: (4) where is the natural frequency of the antiresonance mode. Tables I and II list all the modal parameters extracted for  and , respectively, using the circle-fit method. The solid lines in Figs. 3 and 4 show the simulated results of the identified models. The two VCM actuators and the interaction dynamics have similar frequency responses because the dual-actuator prototype studied in this paper is designed by using the same type of VCM-actuator assemblies and the symmetrical layout. Compared with previous results in [11] , the identified models have increased the matched frequency range from 7 to 10 kHz in actuator models and from 2 to 8 kHz in interaction models. The accurate models obtained can be used to improve the performance of the model-based control designs such as FDC [10] , and give precise control analysis such as the decentralized control in what follows.
III. DECENTRALIZED CONTROL DESIGN FOR INTERACTION SUPPRESSION
For a DIDO plant, two control approaches can be used to deal with the vibration caused by the interaction. The first one is to use the dynamic decoupling control [10] , in which the interaction dynamics are decoupled by a DIDO precompensator, and the DIDO plant then reduces to separate single-input singleoutput (SISO) plants. However, the decoupling performance is sensitive to the interaction dynamic uncertainties, which indeed exist in practice. The second one is to use the decentralized control, in which the DIDO plant is simplified into two SISO plants by treating the interaction as a form of output disturbances, and then the interaction disturbances are compensated using SISO loop shaping techniques. Strictly speaking, this approach is incorrect because true disturbances are independent inputs. However, if the magnitudes of the interaction are weaker than those of the actuator dynamics (the so-called diagonal dominance), then the approach can lead to acceptable results. The significant advantage of the decentralized controller compared with a DIDO controller is that it is of simpler SISO structure and robust against the interaction uncertainties.
Preliminary investigation of the frequency responses in Figs. 3  and 4 shows that the magnitude of the interaction is extremely lower than that of the actuator by around 40 dB. Thus, the decentralized control is applicable to the dual-actuator system for interaction suppression. Fig. 6 shows a block diagram of the dual-actuator decentralized control system. Here, each actuator is only subject to the output of the SISO feedback controller, and , respectively. and denote the lumped disturbances input to the plant output. and are the head position error signal (pes) of the VCM actuator, respectively. The objective of the control system is to keep the pes small for the disturbance inputs. For simplicity, in what follows, we will consider the first loop (VCM-actuator 1) as the example for control analysis and design. Thus, from the block diagram, we have
Note that the pes is affected not only by the disturbance from its main loop, but also by the disturbance from the other loop via the interaction path. We also see from (5) that the interaction effect from the second loop to the first loop has been represented as the plant perturbations and the disturbance model . Thus, the decentralized control system can be decomposed into two SISO loops, one of which is shown in Fig. 7 . Here, the controller is required to compensate for the disturbance and that generated by passing through simultaneously. In (5), suppose is a typical HDD feedback controller such as a lead-lag controller and apply the identified dual-actuator model to the equations of and ; then we can draw two conclusions. The first one is that can be simply ignored for a typical HDD servo system because it results in less than 0.003 dB uncertainties relative to over the whole frequency range of interest. The second one is that must be taken into account because it has a lightly damped resonance mode around 1.6 kHz induced by of though flat at other frequency ranges as shown in Fig. 8 . This mode will amplify the disturbance components from and make the pes vibrate. Thus, the resonance mode must be actively damped. In summary, can be designed based on the plant such that the sensitivity function is less than unity over low frequency range and around the resonance frequency of 1.6 kHz for disturbance rejection. Fig. 7 shows the proposed controller structure, which consists of the stabilizing controller , and the interaction filter that is used to compensate for the resonance mode of caused by the interaction.
is connected with in a parallel form such that the switch can easily enable the filter during track-following stage and disable it during track-seeking stage. Therefore, the overall controller is given by
The controller can be designed by two stages. The first stage is to design without for appropriate stability margin by using the loop shaping techniques [13] . Here, is obtained by the product of a lead-lag controller and a notch filter according to the following equation: where
. The resulting open-loop system achieves the 0-dB crossover frequency kHz, phase margin , and gain margin dB. The second stage is to design based on to damp the interaction mode at 1.6 kHz. From the point of view of disturbance rejection, behaves as a narrow-band disturbance compensator. Previous studies have utilized peak filters [14] , [15] to reject the narrow-band disturbances below the 0-dB crossover frequency, and the phase-stabilized controllers [16] to deal with those above the 180 crossover frequency. However, these controllers are not suitable here, since the mode frequency we deal with is between the 0-dB and 180 crossover frequency. Thus, we have proposed the interaction filter, which can be designed directly according to the performance specifications on the sensitivity function plots (see Fig. 9 ). The interaction filter is given by
where is the mode frequency, is the frequency bandwidth of the mode, and (dB) is the desired gain attenuation of the mode.
The effect of on the open-loop function can be revealed by the transfer function . It is easy to deduce that has positive phase angle between 0 and 180 over the whole frequency range due to the fact that the imaginary parts of in (8) are invariably positive. Therefore, the add-on of contributes to phase lead around on the open-loop function (see Fig. 10 ). This can relax the limitation of the maximum for while maintaining acceptable PM. However, the open-loop gain is greater than 0 dB at , which results in three 0-dB crossover frequencies. Thus, there are three candidate PM values corresponding to , and , respectively, as shown in Fig. 11 . Since the phase margin requires the least phase perturbation to drive the system to instability, we must choose the minimum of the three possible PMs [17] , i.e., the PM at . Therefore, the PM needs to be reevaluated, especially when is close to the 180 crossover frequency. The parameters in (8) are set as , and dB, respectively. Figs. 10 and 11 show the openloop characteristics. A dB, at kHz, and the first 0-dB crossover frequency kHz are obtained with enabled. These values are still acceptable in spite of lower than those without . Fig. 9 shows the sensitivity function that has desired gain attenuation at with in contrast to the undesired gain amplification without . The results coincide well with the design.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiments have been carried out on a dual-actuator HDD prototype. The controller was discretized by using the bilinear transformation with the sampling frequency of 40 kHz and was implemented by a real-time DSP system, DS1103. 3 The disturbance and were generated by using the disturbance models 3 dSPACE-DS1103, dSPACE GmbH, Paderborn, Germany. in [18] , which are identified based on the spectral decomposition of the pes of a commercial fluid bearing HDD. The disturbances were artificially injected at the plant output measured by LDV, respectively. Thus, the pes feedback to the controller is the summation between (or ) and the corresponding LDV measurement output. In order to demonstrate the effect of the interaction on pes obviously, we set , and evaluate the servo performance of under the influence of via the interaction dynamics.
The two actuators are first assumed to operate in the track-following mode simultaneously. Fig. 12 shows the experimental results for the pes spectrum. The top plot shows the disturbance spectrum injected at actuator 1 output, which is induced by the effect from actuator 2 servo loop and further excited by the interaction dynamics. The middle and bottom plots show the effectiveness of the stabilizing controller along with the interaction filter to suppress the low-frequency range disturbances and those around 1.6 kHz. Fig. 13 shows the time traces of pes.
The results indicate that the interaction-induced pes value is reduced from 18.8 to 7.3 nm, which is a 61% reduction when is enabled based on the controller . The results indicate that the add-on of interaction filter results in 17% more overshoot and 25% longer settling time; but the steady-state error is smaller and the performance of noise rejection at high frequencies is maintained. Therefore, these tradeoffs may well be acceptable.
Finally, the performance robustness of the decentralized controller is evaluated on the identified dual-actuator plant model in (1) by simulation. Since is designed according to the mode of the interaction dynamics , the tests are carried out by varying the modal parameters and in Table II , respectively, and then calculating out the resulting pes . The results in Fig. 15 show that the pes is insensitive to variations and is almost maintained near the nominal performance within the variations of by %.
V. CONCLUSION
The dual-actuator HDD provides faster data access but along with the interaction that degrades the head positioning accuracy.
In this paper, the DIDO frequency response model of the dualactuator system is identified by using the circle-fit modal testing method. The matched frequency range is greatly improved compared with previous results while retaining the matching accuracy. A decentralized control scheme for the dual-actuator tracking servo is studied, based on which a phase-lead interaction filter with slight change to the loop stability is proposed to suppress the narrow-band disturbances around 1.6 kHz caused by the interaction resonance mode. Experimental results show that the pes value due to interaction disturbance is reduced by 61% with the proposed interaction filter based on the decentralized control scheme. The interaction suppression obtained can nearly retain the same TMR budget in the dual-actuator HDD as that in the conventional single-actuator HDD. Thus, the proposed controller can be performed on the dual-actuator HDD to maintain a high track density performance while achieve the fast data access property.
